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Are You Trying To Future Proof Your 
Databases?

• Are you…

– under pressure from your business to build, test 
and release software changes faster?

– unclear about how to bring database processes 
into your DevOps infrastructure?

– concerned about the risks of making 
compromises in your desire to shorten release 
cycles?

– unsure how to effectively monitor the performance 
impacts of your database changes? 

– required to replicate fast moving changes to your 
hybrid database environments?
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Consequences of not changing
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Insufficient testing 
and monitoring of 
DB changes may 

result in poor 
application 

performance or 
downtime.

Your competition 
will be able to 

innovate faster than 
you.

Application 
releases are often 

delayed when 
database changes 

are required.

Consequences of not changing
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But What If You Could…

Test, monitor and identify performance 
issues throughout your DevOps pipeline?

Automate unit testing and code reviews and 
integrate them with your build process

Automatically replicate production changes 
in near real-time to other database 

environments inc those in the cloud?
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You can – with Toad!

• Easily integrate DB application development 

with Version Control Systems

• Create repeatable Unit Tests for PL/SQL to 

eliminate Bugs production.

• Continually control the quality and 

maintainability of PL/SQL code minimize 

unplanned code changes.

• Automate SQL Tuning for better performance 

of SQL statements



The Basics
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1) Track changes with Team Coding & VCS integration

Why is this important?

• Ensures correct code versions are used during build. 

• Ensures ongoing PL/SQL code/object integrity.

• Provides true collaborative development.

Benefits:

• Intuitive – enables you to work directly on DB objects 

without worrying about checking-out/-in files.

• Improves standards– helps promote a team-based 

environment for ensuring code changes/updates are 

consistent. Eliminates backdoor changes.

• VCS enabled – works with version control systems like Git, 

Microsoft TFS, CVS, ClearCase, Perforce, and SVN.

• Productivity – seamlessly check-in and check- out objects 

directly from within Toad.

• Policies – optionally force PL/SQL regression test 

executions and minimum code review standards prior to 

code check-in.
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Why is this important? 

• Ensures tests cover all operational use cases. 

• Reduces the risk of bugs in production. 

• Becomes part of Continuous Integration process.

Benefits:

• Intuitive and fast – enables you to think about code 

behavior as you define your tests – test code is generated 

automatically. Simply run your code and create your tests.

• Persistent – all unit tests are preserved for the life of the 

code, facilitating full regression test/code coverage 

reporting during ongoing code changes.

• VCS enabled – optionally require full regression test cycle 

during code check-in.

• CI integration – unit test executions become callable from 

a CI build process.

2) Automate PL/SQL unit testing with Toad Code Tester
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Why is this important? 

• Ensures consistent code quality standards are 

applied across an entire project. 

• Becomes part of Continuous Integration process.

Benefits: 

• Intuitive and fast – continuous parsing of code 

enables you to instantly see where code quality 

violations occur as you code. 

• Customizable – different sets of rules can be 

defined per project – rules can be customized. 

• VCS enabled – optionally require minimum code 

quality level during code check-in. 

• CI integration – code reviews become callable from 

a CI build process.

3) Automate code reviews with Toad Code Analysis
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Why is this important?

• Provides a really simple way to tune poor SQL and 

PL/SQL before production. 

• Cost of fixing in production can be exponentially 

higher and very disruptive for business.

Benefits:

• Intuitive and fast – based on patented re-write 

technology to directly fix the problem – not just offer 

advice.

• No hidden costs – does not use the Oracle EE 

Management Packs.

• Evidence based – provides different alternatives 

based on pre-defined performance goals.

• Advanced optimization – more advanced SQL 

optimization capabilities such as indexing available 

depending on developer’s experience and 

permissions.

4) Automate SQL tuning with Toad Auto Optimize SQL



Make Database 
Development a 
part of Continuous 
Integration
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Continuous Integration with Toad® DevOps Toolkit

Automate the build process

by running Toad functions via 

programmable objects from a CI 

server
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Toad DevOps Toolkit – feature scope

• PL/SQL Unit Tests

• Code Reviews

• Database compare

• Schema compare

• Data compare

• Script execution

14
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Typical IT Infrastructure
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Typical Database Management DevOps Use Case

• The production DBA discovers a 
consistent month-end performance 
problem on various critical databases.

• Operations needs to quickly identify the 
root cause and, if necessary, have 
development implement any necessary 
changes.

• Development needs to include any SQL 
and code changes into their next sprint 
and also ensure data privacy is not 
compromised.

• Any SQL and procedural code changes 
need to be performance tested before 
releasing into production to ensure 
scalability.

• On-prem changes need to be replicated 
quickly to cloud databases.
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• A baseline deviation alert informs the 

DBA of a performance problem with an 

on-premises production Oracle 12c EE 

database supporting an Oracle eBiz

application used by finance.

• Long-term history shows it’s a recurring 

problem at month-end.

• The problem is a poorly executing SQL 

statement, but it’s part of a procedural 

code program, so a request is made to 

development to fix and stage the 

schema changes for delivery.  

Performance Monitoring
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Identification of Performance Problem Using History
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Database Development - 1

• A developer checks-out the detected procedural 

code program from source control and isolates 

the affected SQL statement via code profiling.

• The developer optimizes the execution of the 

SQL statement using automatically generated 

re-writes, finding a better alternative within 

seconds.

• Using the new, optimised SQL statement, the 

procedural code changes are regression tested 

using pre-saved unit tests and reviewed to 

ensure adherence to coding standards. 
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Database Development - 2

• Using pre-defined rules, the developer or 

DevOps engineer scans the database schema in 

order to identify personal or sensitive data and 

ensures it’s properly protected before deployment 

into production.

• The developer will also be notified if a procedural 

code change exposes personal or sensitive data.

• The developer checks-in the procedural code 

program and associated unit tests to source 

control to ensure they’re included in the next 

automated build cycle.
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Automating Build and Release of Database Changes

• Using Jenkins or other build 
server, procedural code unit tests 
and code quality reviews are 
automatically executed against 
code checked into source control.

• Pass/Fail notifications help to 
determine whether build is ready 
to be deployed.

• Deployment scripts based on 
source/target comparison are 
used to automatically promote the 
DDL changes into target DB.
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Automating Performance Testing of Schema Changes

• Prior to production deployment, 
performance scalability tests 
are performed as part of an 
automated testing process.

• Transactional workload 
(previously captured from the 
production DB) is replayed in a 
test database with new schema 
changes in place.

• Performance SLAs can be set 
as a threshold and testing 
stopped if not achieved. 
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Review of Database Changes in Production



Achieving Continuous Database Operations with 
Quest’s Database Solutions

Toad for 
Oracle

Toad DevOps 
Toolkit

SharePlexFoglight

With Sensitive Data 
Protection

Developer
Edition
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Quest’s Database DevOps Solution
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Resources

• https://www.quest.com/casestudy/major-
financial-firm-advances-devops-with-
trusted-database-tools8133654/

• Toad for Oracle trial download: 
https://www.quest.com/products/toad-
for-oracle/software-downloads.aspx

• Toad DevOps Toolkit trial download: 
https://www.quest.com/register/113064/

• Quest Database DevOps Solutions:
https://www.quest.com/solutions/devops/

https://www.quest.com/casestudy/major-financial-firm-advances-devops-with-trusted-database-tools8133654/
https://www.quest.com/products/toad-for-oracle/software-downloads.aspx
https://www.quest.com/register/113064/
https://www.quest.com/solutions/devops/


Thanks for listening!

eero.mattila@quest.com


